Preface

This volume contains the papers presented at SEMS-14: Workshop on Software Engineering Methods in Spreadsheets held on July 2, 2014 in Delft. The workshop was organised by Felienne Hermans (TU Delft), Richard Paige (University of York) and Peter Sestoft (IT University of Copenhagen) as a result of their observation that significant research was taking place on spreadsheets in software engineering, and that the time was ripe for a collective meeting bringing together people from different communities - e.g., the end-user programming community, modelling community, testing and verification community, etc. The intent was to have an open workshop, with a reviewing process and open-access proceedings, with the emphasis being on discussions and promoting collaboration. The event was organised by TU Delft and the Spreadsheets Team, as part of Eusprig.

The program committee reviewed and selected 15 papers (including short papers, long papers and tools papers) for presentation during the workshop. Each paper received 3 reviews.

The organisers would like to thank TU Delft for their support for organising Eusprig. As well, they would like to acknowledge use of EasyChair in organising the program committee activities, and CEUR for publishing the post-workshop proceedings.
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